Daily load is the main issue for many power plant industries that are affected by the varying maximum and minimum peak hours. Due to that, electricity is being used less during the weekends, compared to weekdays, where the spending is higher. The same logic is applied to day and night spending, which requires balancing among the units so that it can operate during high demand hours. The main problem is to determine the units that will be affected according to the operation schedule which means which unit, and for how long, will it stay on or off. In this context, the main objective for unit commitment in general was to minimize the total cost of operating a unit, and at the same time maintain the constraints met. Several approaches and techniques were used in existing studies; each has a solution for the optimal unit commitment problem. Some of the approaches presented would use complex methods in order to address the issues, while others would use simple forms to do the same task. The problem of operation scheduling for unit commitment would be different depending on the type of industry and according to the plan of mixing unit and operating constraints.
INTRODUCTION
Unit commitment is the most important issue in the power industry and plays a potential rule to save resource costs in terms of fuel and maintenance costs every year. This problem is complex when making decisions on which units should be powered on at certain times, this decision will help in balancing the power generated by units and demand loads. The main objective of such systems is to find the optimal solution for unit distribution. Several methods have suggested in the literature review to involve algorithms that can achieve acceptable performance but these algorithms are usually not considered the most optimal solution. Currently, there are classical methods used to find near optimal solution such as Newton's method [1] , Lagrangian Relaxation [2, 3] and gradient method [4] . However, it is not advisable to use these solutions to address the operation schedule problems.
Nowadays, new heuristic methods such evolutionary program [5] , Annealing simulated [6] , Tabu [7] , and fuzzy methods [8] have an adequate performance in choosing the optimal solution but the disadvantage of these methods is that they are slow in convergence due to high computational cost. The problem of unit commitment can be defined as part of scheduling in generating units of thermal power system according to various constraints. The main issue in unit commitment is to make the power generated from units adaptive, in order to validate the loads during the peak/off peak hours [9] . In other words, the power consumption during the day and night is not the same, so it is reasonable to manage the units of power system accordingly. To achieve the main objective of unit commitment (which is to minimize the operating cost when it meets the demand power) the perfect algorithm which can manage these units under critical constraints should be found. Since long time researchers and developers are tried to achieve the best algorithm for unit commitments and suggested algorithm in general that classified into three main classes: classical, non-classical and hybrid models [9] . When new technologies and modern high computational computers are taken into consideration, it is noticeable that hybrid models can open the prospect of using Artificial Intelligent (AI) and its relevant applications. Function of the cost in unit commitment includes sum of fuel conception, shut down for all units and startup cost (minimizing [9] ). These costs are varied from one unit to another and may have an effect on the optimization if the order is changed.
In structured environment, unit commitment is considered to be a very important problem. Unit commitment determines the timing where units are on or off and the state of the generators and how they are being dispatched during the scheduling, so that the operation costs can be minimized, thus addressing the contrast mentioned earlier, such as load balance, system reverse requirement, ramp rate limits and minimum up/down time limits. [10] . The unit commitment system uses mixed intergers, and thus, it is difficult to identify or device an optimal solution. It is considered to be a complex optimization problem, with variety of methods are being applied in order to address the issue. All three types of models and techniques have been applied in order to address the issue. Other methods such as dynamic programming are used in order to solve the unit commitment optimization problem. Classical methods such as priority list [9] , Lagrangian relaxation, mixed integer programming [11] , and branch and bound are not fully capable in devising a solution that can address the problem with the scale of UC. Heuristic methods however, have redounded these limitations. Metaheuristic algorithms such as simulated annealing, uzzy logic, genetic algorithm, neural network [12] , swarm algorithms [13] and so on, have been used to address the unit commitment issues. In some cases, more than one algorithm have been used in order to address the problem, these methods are known as hybrid techniques. These type of models and techniques are applied in order to handle complicated problems and known to have a higher average performance. The purpose of the proposed system was to minimize the production cost with or without neglecting the shut down of isolated unit. The proposed system would address the optimization of demand loads with economic units.
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Related work
The main issues have been addressed in previous studies that related with compatibility between consumption and production. Demands on the power are deferred from one time to another according to the daily life of the people. There are many constraints that affecting the generation power plants in general, such as environmental conditions (temperature, humidity and the wind), economical with physical conditions (age of generation plants, fuel cost and schedule of operation) and technical used in designing power plant. Good units commitment satisfies the demands on the power under certain conditions and vice versa for bad units commitment. Technically, good system can achieve better result when using Artificial Intelligent via generating such neural network and classifiers to organization units commitment. Table 1 shows a review of on existing methods of units commitment. Kumar and Palanisamy (2007) have developed a new dynamic programming based on neural network to direct computation of Hopfield to generate economic dispatch. Proposed method used a linear model for input and output for neurons, in which iterations were ignored in this method by using direct computation instead to solve the problems. Ten generating units were used in this study.
A hybrid dynamic programming suggested by Ouyang and Shahidehpoud [19] used neural network to preschedule each input profile for unit commitment. Dynamic search was performed for the stages of uncertain units in the system. Execution time was reduced significantly for hybrid dynamic programming without degrading any quality of scheduling the generators.
Start-up costs were considered by Ronne-Hansen, P. and RonneHansen, J. [20] and treated by neural network to recognize some kinds of unit commitment structure. Number of neurons was considered the same as number of operating hours, where three layers were used for each of varying 10 neurons (for single layer). Fixed layer was considered for generating power plant which causing the system to be limited.
New method proposed by [10] considered real time solution for unit commitment generator for plant. Neural network was used to arrange the constraints while managing the operating hours load with minimum down time. The main issue here was to optimize the balancing between cost and emission, [13] have produced new hyper neural network of feeding the forward neural network by annealing method in considering units commitment. Neural network could determine the variables constraint of each unit within interval time. They used variable hidden layers for multiple feedback to reduce time consuming.
BACKGROUND
Mathematical representation
For all thermal units that belong to power system minimization of fuel consumption, are represented by the cost function illustrated as [14] :
Where ui is the binary parameter used to refer the status of all units. Binary units can be illustrated with ON unit =1 and OFF unit 0. In this study we assumed that units were identical.
Calculation for identical units
This section shows how the load distribution will be optimal over N power generating unit. When the demand D is provided by one or more unit u_i the operating units should be under the status =1 ON and the rest units should be =0 OFF such as :
In case of power demand is being less than generated power plane, another formula is needed. In designing of the power system, the units u_i are selected to satisfy P_min≤D≤P_max and the operation of units should satisfy the condition of minimum and maximum demand such as:
This will continue until it reaches the condition of :
In this case, all units are run in parallel to get maximum power. To estimate the units which one can ON at certain time and which one OFF, we have to find a method that can draw the plan for every change that happens in power demand. As mentioned above, the weight controls the power generator units according to the demand. Which means limitation of power generated is related to the demand which is varied all the time under need of the users. There is another important factor that should be calculated which is the cost of each unit.
We can consider ƥ ,…, −1 as a binary indicator to represent the region as following:
In case of satisfying the condition ƥ 1 = 1] 1 ( − 1 ƥ).
Formulation of the problem
The main objective of UC is to reduce the total operation cost F_c which means the fuel summation shutdown and startup costs for all the time T should be as folowing:
Where N represents the total number of units, is the commitment binary status represented by unit i with time t (when ON is 1 otherwise is OFF), and is fuel cost of unit i in time t; is startup cost. Every hour cost can be represented as = + + ( ) a,b,c represent coefficients for the equation and is power output for units at time t and the evaluation cost should be considered as : Keep the system stable when status will be changed by ON\OFF units before they change. [15] .
Neural network
Neural Network is a machine learning concept, which is modeled after the human brain. The artificial equivalents of biological neurons are the nodes or units in our preliminary definition and a prototypical example is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Synapses are modelled by a single number or weight so that each input is multiplied by a weight before being sent to the equivalent of the cell body. Here, the weighted signals are summed together by simple arithmetic addition to supply a node activation. In the type of node as shown in Figure 1(b) , the so-called threshold logic unit (TLU)-the activation is then compared with a threshold; if the activation exceeds the threshold, the unit produces a high-valued output (conventionally "1"), otherwise it outputs zero. In the figure, the size of signals is represented by the width of their corresponding arrows, weights are shown by multiplication symbols in circles, and their values are supposed to be proportional to the symbol's size; only positive weights have been used. Neural networks are simple, but robust, compelling and adjustable means for predicting, as long as there are sufficient information for training, decent choice of the input-output patterns, an apt number for hidden nodes and plenty computing resources that are accessible. Also, neural networks have the benefit of being capable to proximate any non-linear mathematical function and have ability to resolve complications where the input-output relationship is neither well specified nor estimable, this is due to the fact that neural networks are information driven. Generally, the neural networks can map input details to predict load demands. The input data for the neural networks is previous load patterns and parameters which have impacted the realistic load demand. During conditioning, characteristics from historical data are recorded into the network's input layer. The node actuation in input layer is fed ahead via the network and the results are analyzed with respect to the actual load values.
PROPOSED SOLUTION
Model flowchart
The main goal of unit commitment is to balance the load that generated with the demands which will be changed during the time the system is run, while considering constrains. The units will distribute over the virtual network and map these units to calculate the input and output of each one, each unit will operate according to the decision taken during training course of neural network. The main steps for our system were shown in the following flowchart: In employing a neural network to load estimating, one must select the configuration (e.g: feed forward or feedback of the units), the count and connectivity of layers and neurons, usage of bidirectional on unidirectional connection.
In this paper we suggested a neural network based solution, with back propagation algorithm for the following benefits:
1. They can achieve complicated input-output mapping without definitive programming and determining both linear and nonlinear relationship.
2.
It is information driven system and it does not need restarting presumptions about the type of the key model.
3.
It can anticipate the pattern which is not given during training.
4.
It is effective at training huge scale of patterns because of its parallel processing ability.
5.
It is enormously powerful computational tool. 6.
It has the capability to discover all potential interactions between predictors and variables However, complex design of such system may need more time for training, but the advantage is it can reduce the cost while the system supports the demanded power. Increasing training times over testing time may give the system more reliability under certain condition.
Proposed system has some components related to neural back propagation algorithm, such as: -Processing element ( artificial neuron).
Representing the input, output and feedback input under the weight condition = ( ) with weight ( ) -Weighting elements (which are the criteria of each unit) A neuron encounters many inputs concurrently. Each input processes its own weight which yields the input influence that it required on the processing components summation function. 
Experimental setup
Data used in proposed method was collected from Al-Naseria thermal generated plants in Iraq, in which contains of 10 units (each identical of 45 M) and constraints for each units was the same, which were maximum load, minimum demand wind affected, water supported, and all physical and environmental criteria. These constraints were considered as nodes, for each layer some of them were constant for all procedure and some of them were varied during the process such as fuel, load demand and etc. Transformation of some constraints from one layer to another was reflected in the training process. When increasing the number of fixed constraint within the system, it gave the system more stability. Calculating the wait of each hidden layer was depended basically on this wait. Inputs to the system mainly are 16 and the outputs should be 5 for the output layer as shown in Table 2 . Experimental setup and results Artificial intelligent system was aimed to run the system smartly by prediction of the variable inputs. For this reason, neural network was used in proposed system to control more on the units in the generators plants. Every system was needed to train in advance to become reliable and this training was based on how the system would response against different varying constraints, with our system the weight of each time of training was considered and the main issue with each process was weight calculation which was determined with other little constraints number of hidden layer used to specifywhich unit would be off and on. Table 3 shows the training and testing system from different layers. 
EXPERIMENT AND SIMULATION
Problem formulation
Firstly we started from problem formulation, which was focused on the analysis of the artificial neural network model performance to carry out demands and loads that were carried out in different stages:
1. Selection of optimal architecture 2.
Training of patterns 3.
Validation and testing. Learning of neural network could be done in different ways. A network could be trained by carrying out structure learning or parameter learning or both simultaneously or separately. Structure learning involved varying the topology or the basic structure of the network. It was executed by either adding or eliminating existing connections. Varying number of processing elements by modifying connection type that was feed forward network with self-loops etc. parameter learning was carried out by controlling the set of weights or by modifying learning constants or type of activation function used. Here, the different topologies could undergo structure learning and then the optimal, selected network would undergo parameters learning using back propagation algorithm.
Secondly, selection of network configuration (structure learning) Major factors which have an impact on load consumption were recognized. Number of input parameters that relayed on number of effective parameters were considered such as weather data, load data, and time factor. The impact of different combinations of multilayer networks, hidden layers and hidden nodes on the forecasting error were analyzed. The relative accuracy of different types of neural network architectural combinations was estimated.
With too many trainable units, the network was failed to learn the training data and performed poorly on the testing data. Whereas, if the number of neurons in hidden layers was not sufficient, it might difficult for the network to train according to historical data. Three categories of day type that were weekdays, weekend, and holidays have been considered in the study as the load consumption was not the same on working day as compared to the weekends, and holidays. Status of days was tabulated in Table 1 . Hours variable was referred to hour of the day as load was kept on varying during the day from one hour to another. Hit and trail method was used in order to estimate the size of hidden layer, besides the number of hidden neurons was the fraction off. These hidden neurons have variable number of nodes and depended on minimal error that would allow the addition and deletion of neurons at the hidden layer. The change in the number of neurons was increased and decreased, which reflected on the performance of network until it was settled for certain nodes. To transfer between sigmoidal function of two variables of -1 to +1 (bipolar) and 0 to 1 (unipolar), we used:
Where a(f) represents the activation function f is value of additive and γ is steepness of curve Important criteria to evaluate the unit's performance was considered as Mean Square Error (MSE) which was squared prediction error and could be obtained by:
Where di is the target output that covered the i th inputs yi is actual output over i th inputs n= all count of inputs The second important criterion was training time which was the time taken to train the network according to set of parameters for training and measuring by second. 
Simulation results
During training, the system changes would fall in hidden layer, then number of nodes would be dynamic under condition of MSE until the system has been settled as shown in Fig. 3 . The feedbacks could be considered as input from one hidden layer to another. This iteration could validate the system during training phase and determine when it was matched between training and the system. Validation of the system reflected the appropriate point that satisfied between trains and system test. In Fig. 4 , there were four attempts to validate the system, however we only ran the system approximately 100 times to reach the best point of validation and the most important attempts were shown in Fig. 4 . The network was generalized when its sensibility interpolated input patterns that were new to network. Network with too many trainable parameters for the given amount of training data set was learnt well but did not generalize well. This case was usually called over fitting. Training error was denoted in blue in the figure 4, where validation error was denoted in red.
It was observed that the system was started to over fit as the choosing number of hidden neuron was near to three times the number of input neuron. Different architectures of the network were analyzed and confined to 21 hidden neurons. The results were obtained from different networks of neural system and the performance was tested under the same criteria and environment.
In our case there were 100 runs of the system and MSE was attended to different number of hidden neuron as shown in table 4. The feedback for 15 hidden neurons in multilayer network was noted as the optimum hidden layer because of the least Mean Squared Error (MSE). As we could see in the table above, number of neurons, 23 was the best instance that resulted in minimum MSE. At this stage we tried to settle the network and keep the criteria under certain condition.
CONCLUSION
The most important issue with unit commitment is how to reduce the cost when the demand is considered normal and high. The cost in general is defined as fuel and time of supporting power. Existing methods might be costly due to no synchronization during the operation of the units. However, using intelligent methods such Artificial Intelligent (AI) could allow the system to control the providing power with demand especially in peak demand (at night). For this reason, the neural network method was used to keep the units in such a way that was able to provide the power within minimum operating units. Neural system used feedback iteration to control the units and identify which one was ready to operate according to certain conditions (such as life time of unit, generating capacity of each, etc). This method was proved to be efficient when the demand was lower than provided units. In this paper, we recommended the usage of neural network when the units were identical and have the same general conditions from manufacture. Additionally, the number of units should not exceeded 25.
